SOUTH POINT HIGH SCHOOL
NOTICE : CLASS : XI (Session : 2015 – 2016)

West Bengal Council of Higher Secondary Education

COMBINATION OF SUBJECTS

SCIENCE

LANGUAGES

Students must choose one of the language combinations as their compulsory subjects:

(\text{Group – A}) \hspace{1cm} (\text{Group – B})

i) Bengali \hspace{1cm} English
ii) Hindi \hspace{1cm} English
iii) English \hspace{1cm} Bengali

Pupils opting to study Science may choose any one of the following subject combinations, in addition to the Language Combination:

(i) Physics – Chemistry – Mathematics – Biology (4\textsuperscript{th} Elective)

(ii) Physics-Chemistry – Mathematics – Statistics (4\textsuperscript{th} Elective)

(iii) Physics – Chemistry – Mathematics – Computer Science (4\textsuperscript{th} Elective)

(iv) Physics – Chemistry – Biology – Psychology (4\textsuperscript{th} Elective)
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